In the age of nuclear power, without global agreement,

the United States has “redefined conventional warfare”
to include the use of radioactive munitions and weaponry.
Since 1945 the U.S has willfully dropped radioactive materials
with a 4.5 billion year half-life on human communities, globally. The
United States has irradiated New Mexico, Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Nevada, Utah,
most of the Midwest and East Coast, and has polluted the South Pacific, with
fallout from fission bombs. It has irradiated California, Texas, Maryland and
Puerto Rico with depleted uranium testing; and has dropped tons of radioactive material on Iraq, Bosnia, Kosovo, Afghanistan, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia.
England, Australia and Israel have now joined the United States in using thousands of tons of depleted uranium weaponry in Iraq, a country without similar capacity, in the form of bullets, bunker busters, missiles, and up to
5,000–ton bombs, again irradiating the downwind countries of the Middle
East despite growing evidence of harm.
U.S. arrogance has led the Non-Proliferation Treaty to the brink of unraveling. Nuclear weapons nations, led by the U.S., are seeking to expand and
modernize their arsenals and, in response, non-nuclear weapons nations are
seeking their own nuclear weapons.
The question we must ask is, by what madness, fear or lack of organizing power has the global community of nations deferred to the United States
to self-assume, without global agreement, the collection and control of
nuclear weapons worldwide while consistently developing, selling and dropping radioactive material on the planet? Is this not like giving a serial killer
authority over the disposition of guns? Has the nation we were once proud
to call The United States of America become the planetary embodiment of a
global Hitler rushing all humanity to a radioactive shower? Shall we, the
people, helplessly board the train once again… this time to global annihilation? We are seemingly powerless to put an end to our corporate-ruled government's plan for global economic domination. Is it worth the cost of a
nuclear mega death for us or any sector of the globe?

DEPLETED URANIUM is a by-product of the nuclear industry — a waste product and a disposal problem. The perfect capitalistic solution was to make lethal weapons with the radioactive waste. Find out
more: DVD/Video — Beyond Treason, www.beyondtreason.com 1-877-817-9829;
Poison Dust, www.iacenter.org/poison-dust.htm Books — Discounted Casualties, Akira Tashiro;
The New Nuclear Danger, Dr. Helen Caldicott, www.helencaldicott.com

A new vision for America...
a new vision for the world.
M Resources 1-800-394-9544 GI Rights Hotline

www.uraniumweaponsconference.de World Depleted Uranium Weapons Conf.
www.nuclearalert.org Dr. John Hagelin: Global Scientists
www.nuclearpolicy.org Dr. Helen Caldicott, International Advocacy
www.nirs.org Nuclear Information and Resource Service
www.thepeacealliance.org US Dept of Peace Initiative

M International
• In all nations, establish a Department of Peace equal in stature to the Department
of War. Its purpose: to analyze all new proposals and existing systems in terms of their
compliance to non-violent organizing principles, offering the world family a new vision
founded on enlightened solutions and magnetic technologies heralding a planetary
epoch based on the laws of magnetic attraction instead of opposition.
• International Court: Support International Lawsuit against US patent holders of kinetic
penetration technology and product applications
M National Congressional Legislation: Congressional Switchboard 202 224-3121
• Support creation of the US Cabinet Level Dept. of Peace
www.thepeacealliance.org
• Support Cong. Norton's bill (HR 1348), the "Nuclear Disarmament and Economic
Conversion Act of 2005": To disable and dismantle all nuclear weapons and refrain
from replacing them at any time with any weapons of mass destruction www.prop1.org
• Support Cong. Spratt's bill (H.CON.RES.133.IH) Non-Proliferation Treaty
Enhancement Resolution of 2005
• Petition to demand Congressional hearings on the Pentagon’s non-compliance and disregard of existing regulations to test and provide medical care to American soldiers, and to
cleanup contaminated areas

M State and Local
• Support passage of model state bills:
State testing of soldiers for depleted uranium: i.e. Connecticut
HB 7506 and Louisiana HB 570, www.traprockpeace.org
• Support Local Counter-Recruitment Initiatives: www.traprockpeace.org www.washingtonpeacecenter.org

M Individual
• Individual stress festers in the collective and emerges as dis-ease and/or war somewhere in the global body. Take personal responsibility. Attend to your own anger and
stress. Seek personal enlightenment as the priority.
www.lovewithoutend.org www.tm.org www.humanityinunity.org www.abraham-hicks.org

www.SlavetotheMetal.org
www.ProgressiveConvergence.com
In many countries the top-down political system
appears to be corrupted. Therefore it is imperative at
this time that we awaken the consciousness of the
individuals within our own communities. Purchase
batches of these postcards (100/$20.00) available
at www.ProgressiveConvergence.com Perhaps take
an hour of your time and put on parked cars; resell
at conventions; or gift these postcards to veteran and
anti-war activist organizations for distribution around
the nation. Send batches out to international
groups… After all this is a global problem.
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Effects of US
radioactive
depleted uranium
ammunition
warfare:

The United States has engaged the
world in NUCLEAR WAR.

• More than 518,000 Gulf-era
veterans are on medical
disability (Only 7,039 were
wounded in battle)
• 67% of post-war Missouri
Gulf War Vet’s babies were
born with severe defects
• April 2003: World Health
Organization announced
global cancer will increase
50% by 2020

Since 1991, the U.S. has
deployed bullets made
from radioactive depleted
uranium, exposing countless civilians plus U.S. soldiers to excessive radiation. The effects have been
abnormally high rates of
cancer and birth defects.

• During atmospheric testing
the north Atlantic and Pacific
fishing catch declined 50%
and 65%

NUCLEAR
A LERT !
Nuclear war does not always come in a mushroom cloud.
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• Half life of depleted uranium:
4.5 billion years

Is this the vision we
hold for the future
of the world?

